tion, bronchopneumonia, the gross description does not bring out the fact that it is so often an extension of bronchitis and the vital point of expressing pus from nodules of consolidation. A book which relies essentially on matching pictures with description will almost always have this severe limitation, especially when the text does not refer at all to immunological concepts. It is a useful, although very expensive, book to have in a department where its content can be discussed critically. J The author is a distinguished American radiologist and his aim has been to provide 'a simple, clearly nonexhaustive, albeit pleasant way of learning how to perform urograms and how to begin the interpretation of them'. As the title implies, the text emphasizes the importance of adapting the technique of urography to a particular problem in an individual patient in the light of the clinical history, physical signs, urinalysis &c. There are naturally points about which one might disagree with the author, but these are of less importance than the general approach to the subject. The style is informal and effective, but may not appeal to some purists. The book undoubtedly achieves its objectives and can be recommended as a simple introduction to urography. It is perhaps specially suitable for physicians and surgeons in training who wish for some insight into the investigations they are ordering, but it also has a place as an introductory text for trainee radiologists. It contains too little detail to be used for reference. The expense will, therefore, prevent it being bought by individuals, but it would be a useful addition to any library where there are doctors in training.
I KELSEY FRY
Antibiotic and Chemotherapy by Lawrence P Garrod MD HOI1LLD FRCP Harold P Lambert MA MD FRCP and Francis O'Grady TD mD MSC FRcpath 4th edn pp ix+546 illustrated £4.50 Edinburgh &London: ChurchillLivingstone 1973 It is a pleasure to welcome the 4th edition of this popular book. Professor H P Lambert has added his knowledge of the use of antibiotics in clinical medicine to that of the previous authors, thus lending the authority of a clinician to part 2 which deals, as previously, with treatment.
A new chapter on modes of action explains briefly and readably what is known of the action at molecular level of antimicrobials in clinical use.
These are divided into four groups according to the way they attack bacteria. The similarity and difference of the effect of exposure of staphylococci to different drugs is illustrated by a stereoscan electron micrograph. This chapter, far from being irrelevant to day-to-day practice, does much to bring into perspective the mass of 'new' drugs with which the enterprising drug firms bombard the bewildered physician. The chapter on laboratory control has expanded by 5 pages. It contains more of practical use than some books on this subject; its author has very properly been recognized on the title page.
In spite of an additional author, a new chapter and the inclusion of new drugs, this thorough revision has resulted in an increase of only 46 pages. Although the price has increased by one pound it is still the best value obtainable and in my view is indispensable for all hospital bacteriologists and clinicians attempting to use antimicrobials in the best possible way.
E JOAN STOKES

Pituitary Tumours by John S Jenkins MA MD FRCP pp vii +206 illustrated £5 London: Butterworths 1973
The general physician is not uncommonly seized by the diagnostic suspicion of a pituitary tumour. The undersized child, the woman with amenorrhcea, the prognathous labourer with enormous hands, even the diabetic with headache and the myxcedematous subject without antibodies are sufficiently part of day-to-day medicine to make us wish to sharpen our perception of the pituitary. The wide range of tumours arising from and and around the pituitary gland has been comprehensively tackled in this short, well illustrated book. The multiauthor format which draws upon the experience of the pathologist (M R Crompton), ophthalmologist (P J Holmes Sellors), radiologist (J A Ambrose), neurosurgeon (A E Richardson) and radiotherapist (H J G Bloom) in support of Dr J S Jenkins, physician/endocrinologist who knits the contributors together, has succeeded in producing a valuable survey of an important area of endocrine medicine. Involvement of many disciplines and techniques in diagnosis, treatment and aftercare of disease has become an everyday experience and in the large, well-equipped centres where all these components are readily available, a body ofexpertise builds up which is seldom communicated as a whole quite as well as by this book.
One might criticize the somewhat scanty and unbalanced account of the neurological manifestations of pituitary tumour but this is more than redeemed by the excellent and informative chapter on visual abnormalities. The rapid pace
